This paper presents semi-automated system for establishing integrated ontology by merging two ontologies. It uses two processes: matching and merging. Matching process uses string-based technique, this technique uses four methods: exact method to detect identical terms, and substring, suffix and prefix methods to compare between terms. Using these four methods altogether improve the effectiveness of matching process, matching process uses also language-based techniques; this technique uses WordNet Method to detect terms that have the same meaning. This technique improves also the effectiveness of matching process. The proposed system presents a merging method of taxonomies in effective way. The system solves redundancy and inconsistency problem in integrated ontology.The proposed system is applied on the agricultural domain for Faba Bean crop to get an integrated ontology, it can be applied also on all crops whatever field crops or horticulture crops. The evaluation of the system shows that the performance of the system has high quality. The comparison of the proposed system and other systems shows that the proposed system has advantage of using five matching methods for mapping between terms that make the mapping between terms more perfect and efficient. The merger algorithm solves problems which appeared in other systems.
INTRODUCTION
'Ontology matching is a key interoperability enabler for the semantic web, as well as a useful tactic in some classical data integration tasks dealing with the semantic heterogeneity problem. It takes ontologies as input and determines as output an alignment, that is, a set of correspondences between the semantically related entities of those ontologies. These correspondences can be used for various tasks, such as ontology merging, data translation, query answering or navigation on the web of data. Thus matching ontologies enables the knowledge and data expressed in the matched ontologies to interoperate' [1] .
Multiple ontologies of different systems for the same domain may be dissimilar, thus, various parties with different ontologies do not fully understand each other, in spite of the fact that these ontologies are for the same domain. To solve this problem, it is necessary to integrate these ontologies. But integrating ontologies faces types of heterogeneity problems like: syntactic heterogeneity, terminological heterogeneity, conceptual heterogeneity, and semiotic heterogeneity. In this paper, we deal with terminological heterogeneity; it occurs due to variations in names when referring to the same entities in different ontologies. This can be caused by the use of synonyms, e.g., Paper vs. Article, abbreviations or scientific terms of common terms. This paper presents a system to integrate ontologies and solve the terminological problem. The system is based on matching and merging. Matching is the process of finding relationships or correspondences between entities of different ontologies. Matching process is based on string-based technique and languagebased technique.
String-based technique [2] compares strings depending on the way the string is viewed: for example, as an exact sequence of letters, an erroneous sequence of letters, a set of letters, and a set of words. Stringbased technique consists of exactmethod, substring Method, prefix and suffix method. Language-based technique [2] relies on using Natural Language Processing (NLP) technique to helpextract the meaningful terms from an ontology. This technique uses external resources such as WordNet thesaurus. It also uses tokenization method andstopword elimination method.
These techniques help the proposed system to extract similarities between two ontologies to detect matched terms to reduce redundancy in the output of the merged ontology.
Merging is the process of creating a new single coherent ontology from two or more existing source ontologies related to the same domain, the new ontology replaces the source ontologies. Merging process uses intersection operation, union operation and merger algorithm.
RELATED WORK
This paper solve Redundancy problem, it is due to heterogeneity [3] of ontologies. Heterogeneity can be solved by matching and merging. Common matching techniques use a single matching criterion to analyze concepts which does not semantically align concepts correctly. These techniques cannot detect kinds of similarities in source ontologies and produces integrated ontology has duplicate terms (redundancy). For example,
Anchor prompt [4] system uses matching technique for detecting terms which are identical terms, but terms which are close syntactically cannot be detected such as abbreviation, so the integrated ontology may have duplicate terms such as (irrig, irrigation) and this system cannot detect terms have same meaning such as (base, stem).
DKP-AOM [5] system uses matching technique for detecting identical terms, terms have same meaning, and it also detects similarities based on base method, but this system cannot deal with terms that have composite words. So the integrated ontology may have duplicate terms such as (irrigation system, water system).
For example, if there are two source ontologies taxonomies for two views of two knowledge engineers: an insect taxonomy of first pest ontology (see figure1) has matched with insects taxonomy of second pest ontology (see figure2), the integrated taxonomy will be as shown in figure3 which is inconsistent because the correct integrated ontology should be as shown in figure4. Leaves insect should be parent of leafminer, thrips, and leaf hoppers, also aphids should be parent of green aphids and black aphids.
SKAT [6] system does not use WordNet method, the system cannot detect the terms that have the same meaning. So the integrated ontology may have duplicate terms such as (base, stem). Therefore we need a multi-matching technique to solve the redundancy problem. This technique should have variety of matchers which deal with abbreviation, composite words and semantic terms to detect all similarities between source ontologies. These similarities should be filtered by threshold and confirmed by the user. This paper solve also inconsistency problem which has appeared during handling hierarchies ontologies lead to an inconsistent merged ontology, this means that some concepts in the integrated ontology are not in the correct place in the taxonomy; this problem is not explained in common systems. 
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PROPOSED SYSTEM DETAILS
This section presents a semi-automated system, Multi-Matching and Merging System (MMMS), for designing an integrated ontology by merging pre-existing ontologies. This system consists of two main components: matching process and merging process.
A. System Structure
The structure of the two main components, matching process and merging process, are shown in figure  5 . Matching process consists of three operations: the first operation is Concept Matcher to extract concept alignment (matched concepts), Ac, the second operation is Property Matcher to extract property alignment (matched properties), Ap, and the third operation is Value Matcher to extract value alignment (matched values) Av. Merging process consists of Merger to integrate matched ontologies and obtain merged ontology, O'
A. Matching Process
The matching process receives source ontologies (O1, O2) and computes similarities between the ontological entities (concepts, properties, values). Each operation (Concept Matcher, Property Matcher or Value Matcher) is processed by matcher component (see figure 5 ). Matcher component consists of five matchers: exact, substring, prefix, suffix, and WordNet. Matcher component is applied on the three kinds of entities: concepts, properties and values from the source ontologies.
Matcher1 based on exact string method, it searches for identical terms, for example (frost alignsto frost), the output of Matcher1 is M1 (correspondences of Matcher1). Matcher2 based on substring method, for example (location aligns to suitable-location). 
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The input of this matcher is the unmatched entities of previous matcher, the output is M2 (correspondences of Matcher2). M2 is to be filtered according to a threshold (the threshold is a value that determines the minimum accepted similarity between two entities, it may be determined by the user otherwise the system uses the built-in value).The user confirms the filtered correspondences.
Matcher3 based on prefix method for example (whitefly align to whiteflies). The input of this matcher is the unmatched entities of previous matcher (M2), the output is M3 (correspondences of Matcher3). M3 is to be filtered according to a threshold. The user confirms the filtered correspondences.
Matcher4 based on suffix method for example (water-schedule aligns to irrigation-schedule). The input of this matcher is the unmatched entities of previous matcher (M3), the output is M4 (correspondences of Matcher4). M4 is to be filtered according to a threshold. The user confirms the filtered correspondences.
Matcher5 based on WordNet method for example (base aligns to stem), it searches for terms which have the same meaning. The input of this matcher is the unmatched entities of previous matcher (M4), the output is M5 (correspondences of Matcher5), this matcher uses tokenization method and stopword elimination method. The user confirms the correspondences.
The input of a matcher is the unmatched entities of the last matcher. The matched entities are to be aggregated in final alignment A, which is the alignment of the triple concept, property, value.
A new approach for matching ontologies based on syntactic and semantic methods. It consists of five matchers (exact, substring, prefix, suffix, and WordNet methods) that are used sequentially. Using these five matchers reduce redundancies and increase matching efficiency. This approach gives the end user (or the expert) the capability to confirm the alignments and select the appropriate name of the matching terms.
B. Merging Process
The proposed system presents a merging method of taxonomies in an effective way. It merges taxonomies of the ontologies by the merger defined in figure 6. 
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The input of this process is the two source ontologies o1, o2, and the alignment A (the output of the matching process). The output is the merged ontology O'.
The merger consists of five operations; Select Concepts operation searches for a matching concept in the correspondence for the input concept. Collect Properties determines properties of the selected concept from its correspondence. Collect Values determines values of a property from its correspondence.
Merge Hierarchical Classification determines concept location in the hierarchy structure. Merging Process consists of building the new ontology, O', from the two matched ontologies, O1, O2; by defining the correct hierarchy of each concept. 
EVALUATION OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
This section presents an evaluation for the proposed methodology, I experiment the efficiency and reliability of the MMMS system. A comparison of this work with other systems is presented to evaluate the proposed system.
A. Evaluation of Matching Process
This section valuates the multi-matching technique which solves the redundancy problem. This technique has a variety of matchers which deal with abbreviation, composite words and semantic terms to detect all similarities between source ontologies. These similarities are filtered by threshold and confirmed by the user. But common matching techniques use a single matching criterion to analyze concepts which does not semantically align concepts correctly. These techniques cannot detect different types of similarities in source ontologies and produce an integrated ontology that has duplicate terms (redundancy). We applied the system on fababean ontologies, these ontologies have five types of items: (Concepts, Properties, Values, Taxonomies, Relations)
The evaluation methodology uses the following indicators: Precision, Recall, and F-measure. Figure 7 illustrates the idea of the matching comparison.
Precision is a value in the range [0, 1]; the higher the value, the fewer the wrong mappings (false positives) computed, the precision measure is defined as follows: Recall is a value in the range [0, 1]; the higher this value, the smaller the set of correct mappings which are not found (true positives), the recall measure is defined as follows:
Recall= A represents the set of false negatives.
F-measure is a value in the range [0, 1], which is a global measure of the matching F-measure =
Figure 7: Comparing Existing Matches and Derived Matches
Tables1 shows results of first iteration of matching process, the first iteration executes five matchers on concepts to extract alignments (matching concepts) between two source ontologies, first we experiment the matching process with all matchers, the first row presents number of alignments are detected by the system is 70, while number of correct alignments of them is 58 and number of alignments executed manually by expert is 58,soprecision is 0.79, recall is 1, and f-measure is 0.88 (see figure 8 ). Second we experiment the matching process without substring matching, the second row presents number of alignments are detected by the system is 65, while number of correct alignments of them is 50 and number of alignments executed manually by expert is 58, so precision is 0.76, recall is 0.86, and f-measure is 0.80 (see figure 8 ). Third we experiment the matching process without prefix matching, the third row presents number of alignments are detected by the system is 64, while number of correct alignments of them is 52 and number of alignments executed manually by expert is 58, so precision is 0.81, recall is 0.89, and f-measure is 0. 84 (see figure 8 ). Fourth we experiment the matching process without suffix matching, the fourth row presents number of alignments are detected by the system is 67, while number of correct alignments of them is 49 and number of alignments executed manually by expert is 58, so precision is 0.73, recall is 0.84, and f-measure is 0.78 (see figure 8 ). In conclusion, the experiments show that the quality of matching increases using the five matchers. Table 2 and table 3 show results of second and third iteration of matching process and presents properties, values alignments information respectively. Table 4 shows all alignments. The evaluation results are shown in figures 9, 10 and 11. These figures compare between the performance of the proposed system and the proposed system without a matcher (substring, prefix, or suffix) of properties, and values alignments respectively. The results show that the performance of the proposed system (using all matchers) is better than the performance without substring, prefix or suffix matcher. 
1)Comparison between Proposed System and Other Systems
DKP-AOM [5] system has three components, Match Manager, Consistency Checker, and Reasoner. Match Manager consists of several matching algorithms, and uses linguistic and synonym based mappings between words. Linguistic analysis concept and properties discovered the base of words. For example, concept "pupils" the stem word is "pupil" and properties ("Accepted", "accepting", "Accept", and "accepts") the stem word is "accept". Synonym similarity is detected by using WorldNet dictionary. Match Manager sends the initial mappings to second component Consistency Checker for their validation. Consistency Checker validates mappings that detected in the initial stage so that the merged ontology stays consistent with reference to the source ontologies. When the initial mappings pass the consistency test, Consistency Checker, propagates the mappings to the third component 'Reasoner'. Reasoner compiles the output as merged global ontology or final list of consistent mappings as required by the end user. In this step, it ensures the ultimate goal of achieving the contentment of merged ontology by checking the correctness and consistency of concepts, properties, and axioms of the generated global ontology. For example: if mapping list has 'programmer' aligns with 'designer' and the axioms have 'programmer' not aligns with 'designer' then the system warns the situation and does not proceed merging with these mappings.
This system has missed some concept mappings according to the human expert. The incorrect or missed mappings are due to the concepts labels formed from composite words. RiMOM[7]is alignment system uses string-based technique: edit-distance; an edit distance between two objects is the minimum number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions of characters required to transform one string into the other. Edit distances were designed for measuring similarity between strings that may contain spelling mistakes.
Anchor-Prompt[8]
, it is an algorithm for matching concepts. If there is a similarity betweentwo concepts in the source ontologies, and there are paths connecting these two concepts, then there can be similarities between these paths. Figure 12 shows that there is a match between concept A from one source ontology and concept B from source ontology. It also detects that there is a match between concept names H and J. So the tool suggests that there are some similarities between those concepts which lie between the two matches, such as concepts G and F, and that concepts E and D may share some properties with concept C.The toolsuggestssimilarities; the user may confirm the suggestion, and merge the concepts, or reject the suggestion. [3] . It is a rule-based tool which discovers similarities through a semi-automatic process. Rules provided byDomain experts,these rules are encoded in first order logic. Experts also specify desired similarities and dissimilarities. For example, the rule "President is equivalent to Chancellor" specifies that we want President to be an appropriate match for Chancellor. SKAT uses string matching as well as structure matching. In the structure matcher, SKAT matches graph slices, i.e. matching the nodes near the root in the first ontology against the nodes near the root in the second ontology.
SKAT(Semantic Knowledge Articulation Tool)
The proposed system (MMMS) presents semi-automated system for establishing global ontology by merging two ontologies. It uses two processes: matching and merging. Matching process uses string-based technique and language-based techniques. The string-based technique uses four methods: exact method to detect identical terms, and substring, suffix and prefix methods to compare between terms. Using these four methods altogether improve the effectiveness of matching process, (see figure 8, figure 9, and figure 10 in section 4.1). Matching process uses also language-based techniques; this technique uses Word Net Method to detect terms that have the same meaning. This technique improves also the effectiveness of matching process. The proposed system uses a threshold of alignments to filter the similarities between terms. The proposed system can detect terms that other systems cannot for example: (water-system, irrigation-system), (growth duration in days, maturity in days), but DKP-AOM cannot detect these alignments because the proposed system uses suffix matching but DKP-AOM does not, this system has missed some concept mappings according to the human expert. The incorrect or missed mappings are due to the concepts labels formed from composite words. MMMS can deal with the composite words, and detects similarities between them, figure 13 shows that the f-measure of the matching process of MMMS is better than f-measure of the matching process of DKP-AOM. Anchor-Prompt uses exact matching but the proposed system uses exact matching substring matching; prefix matching, suffix matching and Word Net Method to detect more similarities and this reduces redundancies and due to consistent merged ontology. SKAT does not use WordNet Method to detect the terms that have the same meaning but the proposed system uses WordNet method. This system just matches ontologies but the proposed system matches and merges ontologies. Second row presents the output of DKP-AOM, number of alignments by the system is 322, number of correct alignment from them is 219, and number of alignment is obtained from expert manually is 276. So precision is 0.68, recall is 0.79, and f-measure is 0.72, see figure 13 Third row presents the output of Anchor-Prompt, number of alignments is 199, number of correct alignment from them is 100, and number of alignment is obtained from expert manually is 276. So precision is 0.5, recall is 0.36, and f-measure is 0.41, see figure 13 .
MMMS extract more similarities due to use five matchers, so each matcher detects kind of similarities, these similarities are filtered and then confirmed by users, but DKP-AOM system uses three matchers (exact, wordnet, base method) and cannot deal with composite terms, so there are similarities can not detect such as (water-system, irrigation-system) and (growth duration in days, maturity in days). Also Anchor-Prompt uses exact matcher, it also cannot detect kinds of similarities such as (base, stem). Figure 13 shows fmeasure of matching processing of MMMS, DKP-AOM and Anchor-Promptis 0.88, 0.72 and 0.41. So the matching quality of MMMS is better than DKP-AOM and Anchor-Prompt.
We compute T-test for the proposed system (MMMS) and DKP-AOM for three groups: first fmeasure of concept alignment, second f-measure of property alignment, and third f-measure of value alignment to compare the proposed system and the other system( see table 6 ), T is 22.4, this means that the MMMS algorithm is accepted by 0.99 significant. 
B. Evaluation of Merging Process
MMMS solves problems in hierarchy in merged ontology. It solves inconsistencies, redundancies and heterogeneities in merged ontology for example figure 14 and figure 15 are two source ontologies hierarchies for two pest ontologies: first ontology has five taxonomies eighteen concepts; the pests taxonomy has insects, diseases, root rot nematode and lesion nematode. Insects taxonomy has leaves insects, bod worms, green aphids, black aphids and soil worms. Diseases taxonomy has viral and fungal. Viral taxonomy has bean yellow mosaic virus, leaf roll viral and necrotic viral. Fungal taxonomy has wilt diseases, powdery meldiew and downy meldiew.
Second ontology has twenty two concepts and five taxonomies; pest taxonomy has insect, virus, fungus and nematodes. Insect taxonomy has thrips, leafminer, cut worms, aphids, leaf hoppers and pod borer. Virus taxonomy has mottle virus, mosaic virus and necrotic viral. Fungus taxonomy has root rot, rust, alternaria leaf spot and downy mildew. Nematodes taxonomy has stem nematode, root rot nematode, cyst nematode and lesion nematode. The two ontologies has been matched and merged by MMMS system, first step they are matched by matching algorithm to produce similarities of two ontologies, then they confirmed by user (knowledge engineer) to produce alignments like (the pests, pest), (insects, insect), (viral, virus), ( bean yellow mosaic virus ,mosaic virus), (fungal, fungus), ( downy mildew, downy mildew), (root rot nematode, root rot nematode) and (lesion nematode, lesion nematode). In this step the user choose the concept from correspondence to appear in merged ontology, for example: the user selects insects from the correspondence (insects, insect) and 'insects' is appeared in merged ontology, so this step solves redundancies because it detects similarities between concepts by semantic and language matchers.
Figure 16: Pest Merged Ontology by MMMS (Merging process is semi-automatic)
Second step source ontologies are merged by merging algorithm (merger) to produce consistent merged ontology; merger solve problems in hierarchies and taxonomies, these problems can be classified into cases: (in the following cases, the bold conceptmeans that the user chose it in the matching process)
Case1:
If two concepts('X', 'Y')of two ontologies are matched, their parents('X1', 'Y1')are matched then merger assigns 'X1' to be parent of 'X'; in hierarchy of merged ontology.
Case2:
If a concept 'C' has no matching concept, and its parent is 'X'. If (X, Y) are matching and 'Y' has no offspring then the merger assigns the concept 'Y' to be parent of concept 'C'. If a concept 'C', has no matching concept and its parent 'X' has a matching concept 'Y' then the merger ask user about parent of 'C'('Y' or one of its offspring), for example the user selected 'leaves insects' to be the parent of 'thrips' in the above example.
Case4:
If two concepts (C1, C2) are matched, their parents (X1, X2) are not matched and they are at the same level in hierarchies of source ontologies, then the merger ask user to choose one of them to be the parent of C1.
Case5:
If a concept 'X' has no matching and its parent 'Y' has no matching concept also then the merger assigns the 'X' to its parent; Y' in the above example this case has been demonstrated by stem nematode and nematodes.
Case6:
If two concepts (C1, C2) are matched, their parents (P1, P2) are not matched and they are at different levels in hierarchies of source ontologies then the merger assigns'C1' to the parent of the lower level. In the above example (viral, virus) are matched, their parent (diseases, pest) are not matched but 'diseases' is at lower level than 'pest' then the merger assigns 'diseases' to be parent to 'viral'. MMMS has been run two times on the above example, one of them the system uses the above six cases (semi-automatic), see figure 16figure 17. In the second time the system did not ask the user in the merging process (i.e. the merging process is fully automatic), see figure 18.
To evaluate merging hierarchy of merged ontology by MMMS, it has been compared with the merged ontology by expert, see figure 17 .
Merged ontology by MMMS (semi-automatic merging), see figure 16 , has thirty one concepts and 10 taxonomies; the pests taxonomy has insects, diseases and nematodes. Insects taxonomy has leaves insects, bod worms, soil worms and aphids. Disease taxonomy has viral and fungal. Nematodes taxonomy has root rot nematode, lesion nematode, stem nematode and cyst nematode. Fungal taxonomy has wilt diseases,powdery meldiew, root rot, downy meldiew, alternaria leaf spot and rust. Viral taxonomy has bean yellow mosaic virus, leaf roll viral, necrotic viral and mottle virus. Aphids taxonomy has green aphids and black aphids. Soil worm's taxonomy has cut worms. Bod worms has pod borer. Leaves insects has thrips, leafminer and leaf hoppers.
Merged ontology by the expert, see figure 17 , has thirty one concepts and 10 taxonomies; pest taxonomy has insect, diseases and nematodes. Insect taxonomy has leaves insects, bod worms, soil worms and aphids. Disease taxonomy has virus and fungal. Nematodes taxonomy has root rot nematode, lesion nematode, stem nematode and cyst nematode. Fungal taxonomy has wilt diseases, powdery meldiew, root rot, downy meldiew, atternaria leaf spot and rust. Virus taxonomy has bean yellow mosaic virus, leaf roll viral, necrotic viral and mottle virus. Aphids taxonomy has green aphids and black aphids. Soil worms taxonomy has cut worms. Bod worms has pod borer. Leaves insects has thrips, leafminer and leaf hoppers.
From two figures 16 and figures 17, we observe that the two merged ontologies are identical in taxonomies and there are difference only in labels of some concept according to the selection of the expert, so the MMMS is an efficient way to matching and merging ontology, so the ratio of correct concepts locations is 100% in merged ontology by MMMS with semi-automatic merging.
Merged ontology by MMMS using full-automatic merging, see figure 18 , is not identical in taxonomies with one obtained from expert because the proposed system do not use cases which ask user in merging process, so some concepts has been located incorrectly in the merged hierarchy, for example, "green aphid", "black aphids" and" cut worms". In above example, the number of the total concepts is 31 concepts, 7 concepts has been located in incorrect taxonomies, the evaluation ratio in the case of full automatic merging is 77% and the evaluation ratio in the case of semi-automatic merging is 100%.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a system that is used for integrating an ontology from other ontologies in the same domain. This system solves problems of integrating ontologies, first it solves redundancy by matching techniques which uses a variety of different matchers to detect more similarities between sources ontologies, so these matchers reduce duplicate terms. The proposed system applies a multi-matching technique while common matching techniques use a single matching criterion to analyze concepts which does not semantically align concepts correctly.
The system provides five matchers (exact method, substring method, prefix method, suffix method, WordNet method) sequentially to cover different kinds of alignments (matching entities) and to make the integrated ontology perfect with no redundancy. The system uses threshold in substring, prefix, and suffix methods to reduce useless correspondences and involves user to confirm alignments.
The evaluation of the system shows that using five matching methods makes the mapping between terms more perfect and efficient. The evaluation of the proposed system shows that the performance of the matching is high (f-measure = 0.88). The comparison of the proposed system and other systems shows that the quality of matching of proposed system, f-measure, was higher. F-measure of matching step for DKP-AOM and Anchor-Prompt are 0.72 and 0.41. Second the proposed system solves problems in merging hierarchies by merging concepts at the same levels of source ontologies or different levels of source ontologies. Merging process uses Merger algorithm which solves problems in handling hierarchies and taxonomies, these problems can be classified into cases: First case when a concept in taxonomy is not matched with any concept in the other one. The second case when the two matching concepts have different parents in the two taxonomies. The proposed system has a capability to set a concept in correct location of taxonomy of merged ontology, so the result integrated ontology is consistent and has no heterogeneity.
The hierarchy of integrated ontology by the system was compared with the hierarchy of an integrated ontology by the expert. The two results were close. User intervention is requested to confirm similarities and also to confirm location of a concept in new hierarchy of integrated ontology. The proposed system has been applied on the agricultural domain for Faba bean crop. It can be also applied on ontologies of other domains.The complexity of matching and merging algorithm is O(n 2 ) and the algorithm is accepted by 0.99 significant. 
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